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Abstract. Accurate understanding of ultrasound-tissue interaction is important for realization of
clinically useful therapeutic ultrasound methods and devices. Linear acoustic propagation in ho-
mogeneous media, including diffraction and absorption effects, provides a useful first approxima-
tion but fails to accurately model many problems of interest. Depending on the therapy regime,
other important effects can include cavitation and other gas activity, inhomogeneous tissue struc-
ture, finite-amplitude propagation, temperature-dependent tissue properties, and irreversible tissue
modification. For ablation of soft tissue using ultrasound, prediction of therapeutic effects requires
accurate knowledge of space- and time-dependent heat deposition from acoustic absorption. In ad-
dition to perfusion losses, acoustically inhomogeneous tissue structure, even in nominally homoge-
neous organs such as the liver, can modify heating patterns enough to change treatment outcomes.
Gas activity due to boiling and tissue property changes due to local ablation, both of which markedly
affect treatment, can be approximated by appropriate modification of the initial heat deposition pat-
tern. These issues are illustrated by simulations of ultrasound therapy and comparison with in vivo
and in vitro ultrasound ablation experiments.
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INTENSE ULTRASOUND ABLATION

This paper reviews recent work concerning the effects of propagation phenomena on
ultrasound thermal therapy, with emphasis on modeling of bulk ablation using intense
ultrasound beams that are unfocused or weakly focused; this approach has been devel-
oped for interstitial ablation of focal tumors [1]–[3]. In one recent approach for intersti-
tial intense ultrasound ablation [3], an ultrasound probe capable of both B-scan imaging
and intense ultrasound ablation is inserted into target tissue, using a percutaneous, la-
paroscopic, or open-surgery approach. The probe is then used to image the target tissue,
allowing user planning of an ablation procedure, and thermal ablation of a tissue volume
is performed using electronic scanning and mechanical probe rotation. One probe con-
figuration recently employed for this approach is based on an ultrasound array operating
at a frequency 3.1 MHz, capable of acoustic energy densities > 80 W/cm2 at the the
probe surface, with active dimensions of about 2.3×49 mm2 [3].
Numerical modeling of interstitial ablation has been performed using numerical so-

lution of the bio-heat transfer equation, which represents heat diffusion with an added
term for perfusion losses [4]. Heat deposition associated with ultrasound absorption has
been incorporated using a number of numerical propagation models, some of which have
considered tissue changes induced by thermal coagulation [2, 5, 6]. Typically, cumula-
tive thermal damage to tissue is measured using the thermal dose [7], which is defined
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in units of equivalent minutes at 43◦C, with damage threshold values on the order of
EM43 = 200 min for cell death and EM43 = 107 min for complete protein denaturation
and severe coagulative necrosis [6]. These values correspond to measurable transitions
in the ultrasonic absorption of soft tissue [8].
For absorption caused by relaxation processes, the rate of heat deposition per unit vol-

ume is Q= α|p|2/(ρc) [9], where α is the acoustic absorption in nepers per unit length,
|p| is the pressure amplitude of a time-harmonic acoustic field, and c is the speed of
sound. Acoustic fields induced by ultrasound transducers can be simulated in a number
of manners suitable for efficient numerical computations, including the Fresnel approx-
imation for the fields of rectangular elements [3, 10], exact series solutions for disk
radiators in unfocused [11, 12] and focused [13] configurations, and the KZK equation
for approximations of finite-amplitude propagation [14, 15]. More general computa-
tions of propagation in inhomogeneous tissue for therapy modeling can be performed
using three-dimensional tissue models, which can be established from image data such
as cross-sectional photography or volumetric CT scans [16, 17]. For large-scale three-
dimensional computations, such as those required for simulation of ultrasound therapy,
a particularly useful approach is the k-space method [18, 19], which provides accurate
results for relatively coarse spatial and temporal discretization. Acoustic absorption ef-
fects can be incorporated directly into any of these models, or can be applied post hoc
in an approximate manner. The approximate approach to absorption modeling is con-
venient for representing changes in heat deposition due to tissue modification without
further computation of the full acoustic field [6].

PHENOMENA AFFECTING ULTRASOUND ABLATION

Although numerical models of ultrasound ablation employing homogeneous media pro-
vide considerable insight, they often fail to predict the significant variability of real ab-
lation results in vivo, due to factors including those described below.
Most simulations of ultrasound propagation for therapy modeling have assumed tis-

sue structure either to be uniform [6, 20] or composed of uniform layers [21]. However,
the inhomogeneous structure of real tissue, which causes distortion of ultrasound beams
known to cause significant aberration in ultrasound imaging [22], is equally relevant to
ultrasound therapy. In a common noninvasive HIFU configuration, a highly focused ul-
trasound beam propagates through the abdominal wall to ablate tissue in the abdominal
cavity, such as a liver tumor [23, 24]. Measurements [22] and simulations [25] have indi-
cated that propagation through the abdominal wall can cause random fluctuations on the
order of 3 dB (rms) in the transmitted amplitude, due both to scattering and inhomoge-
neous absorption. A 3 dB change in amplitude, which corresponds to a factor of two in
heat deposition, causes the time required for local tissue ablation to be correspondingly
changed by a factor of two, large enough to significantly change ablation results for a
given treatment plan.
Inhomogeneous tissue structure can also affect ablation results within nominally ho-

mogeneous organs such as the liver. An example from an interstitial ablation experiment
performed in vivo in porcine liver is shown in Fig. 1 (a). In this case, anomalously severe
and deep ablation occurred distal to a large blood vessel. A plausible explanation for this
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FIGURE 1. Example effects of blood vessels on ultrasound bulk ablation. (a) Acoustic effects of a
large blood vessel on interstitial bulk ablation: cross section of a thermal lesion created in vivo with
a rotationally scanned 3 mm, 3.1 MHz array, showing anomalously large ablation distal to the vessel,
and simulated total squared pressure amplitude for a 3.1 MHz plane wave scattered by a 3 mm blood-
mimicking cylinder in a liver-mimicking background. (b) Cooling effects: cross section of a thermal lesion
from an in vivo interstitial, rotationally scanned exposure and surface rendering of lesion from multiple
cross sections.

result is acoustic focusing caused by the difference in sound speed between blood and
liver parenchyma. This possibility is illustrated here by a computation performed using
the exact solution for scattering from a fluid cylinder [26], with the liver background was
modeled as a fluid with sound speed 1595 m/s and the blood vessel modeled as a cylin-
der with sound speed 1580 m/s. The simulated acoustic field image in Figure 1(a) shows
substantial focusing, resulting in over a 50% increase in peak heat deposition, consis-
tent with the increased lesioning shown. This result is opposite to the typical alterations
in heating patterns associated with cooling effects caused by large vessels, illustrated in
Fig. 1 (b) by a thermal lesion induced interstitially in porcine liver in vivo. In the vicinity
of large blood vessels, tissue ablation can be substantially reduced due to local cooling
effects [3, 20].
For the intense ultrasound beams employed in bulk ablation, finite-amplitude prop-

agation has a nonzero effect, due to both waveform steepening (generation of higher
harmonics) and inertial cavitation. For a recent ultrasound bulk ablation configuration
[3], a typical acoustic pressure amplitude is about 1.5 MPa at the transducer surface for
a frequency of about 3 MHz; a test computation has shown that acoustic nonlinearity
has a small effect on heat deposition compared to other phenomena described here [27].
The importance of inertial cavitation can be assessed using the mechanical index (MI)
[28], which for the same configuration has a maximum value of 0.866, substantially less
than the maximum value of 1.9 generally recognized as safe for diagnostic ultrasound.
Particularly severe effects on ultrasound ablation are caused by changes to tissue

acoustic properties that result from thermal coagulation. These include increases in
tissue absorption that have been quantified by measurements [8] and gas activity due
to tissue boiling, which has been observed to alter positions and extents of HIFU lesions
[29, 30]. Effects of ablation on tissue absorption have been incorporated into numerical
models, in correspondence with measurements [8], using both stepwise-discontinous
[2] and piecewise-linear [5, 6] dependence of absorption on thermal dose. The effects
of tissue boiling, which include both strong shadowing and increased local absorption,
can limit the achievable depth of ultrasound ablation. This effect has been modeled
for single HIFU lesions by redistributing the thermal energy originally deposited in
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FIGURE 2. Effect of boiling and thermal dose dependent attenuation for a lesion created in ex vivo
porcine liver tissue by a 3 mm, 3.1 MHz array. Left: simulation without boiling and dose-dependent
attenuation modeling. The simulated thermal dose is shown on a logarithmic gray scale with superimposed
contours at EM43=200 and 107 equivalent minutes. Center: In vitro lesion. Right: simulated thermal dose
with boiling and dose-dependent attenuation modeling.

the distal half-space into a small spherical region centered at the location of initial
tissue boiling [31]. For simulation of bulk tissue ablation, in which boiling effects
are not necessarily localized at a focal point, the thermal energy deposited within the
region shadowed by all boiling locations has been taken to be redistributed around
each of the boiling locations [6]. These tissue modification effects can substantially
effect ultrasound bulk ablation, as illustrated by Fig. 2. The two simulated thermal dose
maps shown were obtained by identical methods except for modeling of boiling and
thermal dose-dependent attenuation, which results in much better agreement with the
experimental result for the depth, overall shape, and rate of thermal ablation.
In summary, modeling of therapeutic ultrasound requires consideration of an array of

potential complicating effects. For interstitial bulk ablation, the most important effects
include the thermal and acoustic effects of natural tissue inhomogeneities as well as
tissue changes caused by the therapy itself. Other therapy regimes can require different
considerations for accurate modeling, such as explicit treatment of finite-amplitude
propagation and inertial cavitation. For any form of ultrasound therapy, it is likely that
natural variations of tissue properties and structure will limit the predictive accuracy
of simulations. Thus, methods for accurate monitoring and assessment of ultrasound
ablation effects could increase the clinical viability of therapeutic ultrasound.
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